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City of Nádúr Noc

Chapter 1
The Dream

DUST. Everything was covered in dust and ashes.
Nádúr Noc, the main city of Terra, was once beautiful and full of life. Not
like that night, the night the darkness descended from the far land of Ifreann.
Now, the round city of Nádúr Noc was dark, burned, and destroyed.
Trees were no longer big and full of different bright green and golden colors.
The river Enosi, a stream that surrounded the city with its calm crystalline
water, was now a rapid of blood and death. As for the sky, once bright and
blue, it was now filled with dark smoke so thick, it made it nearly impossible
to see the remains of the Zansèt Palace; a magnificent castle in the middle of
the city made of pearls, flowers, rocks, and vines.
On that night, there was no music and laughter. The only things anybody
could hear were screams and the desolate pleas of the inhabitants. Fear, pain,
and unimaginable loss.
This city wasn’t the ruins of any ordinary war; it was the ruins between the
light side of nature and the darkest of evils. Beasts and other horrendous
creatures destroyed everything that they came across, killed everyone in sight.
Soulless creatures who lived to torture. Answering to no one, no one except
Him, the one who owned the darkness. The one who hell itself was afraid of.
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On the outskirts of Nádúr Noc, across river Enosi, four of the elite warriors
of Terra stood above the city on a grassy knoll. They watched as their sacred
city burned to ashes. One of those men was Hans; a tall, muscular, man with
electric blue eyes, bushy blond beard, and a bear’s claw scar down his neck and
chest. Hans was no ordinary warrior. At the early age of twenty-seven, he was
an outstanding earth wielder and the youngest leader the Elder Clan ever had.
He was also the one in charge of ensuring the survival of their one last mission.
That night, Hans carried a brown forty pound bundle. The cargo’s value was
far greater than all the riches of the world, as it was the world itself that
depended on its survival.
“We are late,” cried a taller bald warrior.
“We are, but we can still make it,” said Nobu, a shorter, more muscular Asian
man with two Koi tattoos on his left shoulder.
“Look at it.” The bald warrior pointed out at the ongoing war.
Houses burning, people running, beasts and fire destroying everything at
their will. His body might’ve been rock solid, but his hand was shaking. “It’s
impossible to reach the palace. There has to be another way.”
“There isn’t. Our only hope is getting to the castle,” Nobu explained.
Hans looked around in all directions. In addition to surrounding the city, the
river Enosi had ten equally spaced creeks that flowed from the river’s bank,
inwards, to the central plaza. “We’ll go through one of the river’s creeks to
reach the plaza. From there we’ll have a short distance to the palace,” he said.
“Get ready.”
As the warriors prepared to cross the waters into the city, the fourth warrior
asked, “Is it true? Is He really here?” Each syllable trembling with fear. There
was a moment of silence. The answer was obvious, as was the dread of
speaking it out loud.
Finally, Hans stared at his entrusted cargo. “He was the first to arrive. He
needs to make sure we don’t succeed.” Hans gave Nobu a nod. The soldiers
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descended the hill, and in the stealth-like manner they were trained for, ran
through the tall grass until they reached the Enosi’s river bank. Nobu walked
to the water’s edge and raised his hand in the direction of the thrashing bloody
water.
The water began to churn, eventually opening to create a hollow circle
between the bottom of the river and its surface. Once the waters were under
his control, Nobu walked down the water cave into the river followed by Hans
and the rest of the warriors.
As they walked undetected inside the water tunnel, the beasts continued
shattering the bodies of all in their sight. The thick smell of iron and blood
clung to their lungs as they choked their last breaths.
With a calculated pace, the group of men arrived at the base of the central
plaza. Nobu slowly moved his hand through the air allowing a small portion
of water to leak into the tunnel around their feet. Hans checked to make sure
the dry bundle was cradled securely in one arm, preparing himself for his
swimming ascent. The creek flooded, lifting the warriors up as the water levels
rose towards the plaza’s ledge.
With the water almost at the top, Hans and the rest climbed up to the central
plaza. A place where there were once dozens of jewels encrusted on the floors,
smiling people, and flowers all around, was now replaced by corpses, blood,
ruins, and stench. A place that separated the bank of the ten creeks and Zansèt
Palace. Halfway between the creek’s bank and the castle stood a burnt tree.
Engraved in its trunk were a mix of symbols from every culture known to
mankind.
This was known as The First Tree.
With silent ease, the men crept onto the dry land and darted behind some
nearby ruins. In the market, the screams were louder, the smell of death grew
stronger. People ran in every direction but it was useless, the smoke was so
thick, and the beasts were so used to the darkness that their prey never stood
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a chance.
In the middle of the chaos lay the decaying castle. Its flag, half burned, still
waved Nádúr Noc’s emblem of the four elements etched on the First Tree.
Out of nowhere, a twelve foot tall, black spider jumped from one of the
ruins and landed a few feet away from the group. In all the universe there had
never been an abomination like the Skuggor. With red eyes that could see
movement even in the darkest place and three scorpion tails so hard and thick
they were almost impossible to penetrate, Skuggors were nasty creatures of
darkness preying on every living thing. They enjoyed ripping apart their victims
and were so fast it was said they could outrun any being ever created.
Undetected by the group, an unusually large Skuggor leaped and grabbed the
fourth warrior tearing him into pieces with its tails and teeth. The team ran
without looking back, but the beasts were faster. Another creature jumped out
of the ashes, only this time, Nobu opened his palm and water flew from his
pores. The water spouted and formed three pointy solid daggers. Nobu flicked
his hand and shot the daggers into the beast’s eyes.
A chilling hiss flew closer to them. “Draak!” screamed the bald warrior with
gushing terror seconds before he was taken away. The Draak were horrifying
beasts which preyed from the sky. At the height of twenty-five feet, the
dragons were made of bones with spikes on their arms, tail, and at the top of
their enormous bat wings. Draaks were the most feared creatures. They were
also known as death’s whisperer since the last thing their victims heard was a
soft whisper right before the Draak’s claws punctured their skin and took them
away.
Hans moved away, lifting his hand and summoning two thick roots from the
earth. The roots grabbed the Draak’s leg, smashing it against the ground. The
beast stood up as if nothing happened and attacked a villager.
“Stay on route!” screamed Hans as he sped up the pace towards the castle.
The warriors’ lungs filled with ash, their feet were drenched in blood, but
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they kept running to the castle.
A third Skuggor ran in their direction and jumped, aiming for Hans. The
Skuggor was about to reach him, when SLAM, a ball of fire hit the beast
throwing him off target. The Skuggor turned its focus to a young villager with
his shaky palm pointed at him. Its red eyes glowed with molten fury as he
growled and ripped the young villager’s body apart. Another life lost, a willing
sacrifice made to ensure the survival of their precious cargo.
With the extra time given by the sacrificing villager, Hans stopped and passed
the brown bundle to Nobu. “Whatever you do, don’t let them near.”
Nobu took the bundle. There was a moment of hesitation, then Hans placed
his left hand on Nobu’s left shoulder. “Agnosco,” he said. Nobu placed his
right hand on Hans’s right shoulder creating an X and repeated the same
words, “Agnosco.”
Hans smiled and moved his hand away. “Run, my friend, run.”
As instructed, Nobu ran. Hans waved his right palm in both directions and
smiled at the beast. The ground cracked until vines and roots climbed out and
reached Hans’ hand. With a slight movement of his wrist, the vines lifted,
creating a tall, thick wall between the warriors and the beasts. Nobu hugged
the bundle and ran faster until he heard the horrifying whisper of a Draak
followed by the gushing screams of Hans. The vine wall came down with a
loud crack, and Nobu knew it was over. The blood in his veins went cold, and
his feet stopped moving. There was no way to escape the Skuggor. No one
ever had, no one ever would. Not in that realm.
Defeated, Nobu knelt down and unwrapped the bundle. A small six-year-old
girl with gray eyes and tangled bright red hair blinked at him.
“Hide here. I’m going to go the other way to draw the Skuggor away from
you. When they are gone, you run as fast as you can to the castle.” Nobu passed
his hand over the girl’s hair. “Do you remember where the special entrance
is?” The girl nodded. “Good.” He smiled, but his eyes remained sad and
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worried. “No matter what you hear, do not stop running.”
Nobu kissed the girl’s forehead. “And when you see her again, please tell my
daughter I love her,” he whispered in her ear before hiding her between the
bodies of two fallen villagers.
After quickly making sure the girl wasn’t visible, Nobu stood up and ran the
other way luring the Skuggor away from the little girl. Once all the creatures
were gone, the girl raced toward the castle. Within minutes, the Skuggor had
killed Nobu and went on the hunt for her.
She could see it, the secret entrance to the Zansèt Palace, but there was no
way to reach it in time. She sat on the ground letting the roots of the First Tree
reach out of the concrete to create a barrier around her in order to shield her.
She knelt down in the protective fort of roots and caressed one of them.
“Thank you” she whispered.
She cleaned the dust off her face with her fists so she could focus better. She
was only a child, but there was something about her that felt like an old spirit.
To keep herself undetected, she concentrated on her breathing. It was as if she
understood everything around her; she was calm and steady, ready to fight if
it came to that. She wasn’t afraid, she knew what she had to do and
acknowledged the fate she would face if discovered.
Pounding footsteps startled her. The sound came from the castle’s direction
and grew louder and louder as they neared the girl’s hiding spot. The First
Tree’s roots grew bigger to provide her with more coverage. This is it, He found
me, she thought. She raised her left palm at the intruder’s direction and
narrowed her eyes for a better aim.
Shining on her wrist was her birthmark, a Five Fold symbol.
At the moment she was about to attack, a nine-year-old boy, with fierce
green eyes and messy light brown hair, stopped her. “Watch it, kiddo! It’s me.”
The girl lowered her hand. Edan knelt in front of her. Trying to calm her, he
covered her eyes with his hand and pulled her into a hug with his other one
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“I'm right here." Edan moved his hand from her eyes, allowing the girl to look
up at him. Her strong cold features vanished leaving a scared child who needed
someone to hold her.
"That’s more like it,” he said with a reassuring smile. “Now let’s go. She’s
waiting for you, and we don’t have much time out here.”
Edan picked up the little girl. He held her steady, her face gently pressed
against his chest and he ran as fast as possible. Four of the Skuggor noticed
the movement and changed direction. Even at top speed, they couldn’t catch
up with Edan. They couldn’t sense him either.
Edan wasn’t running straight; he was bolting in different directions and
changing his route as much as possible. It wasn’t until he stopped stone cold
that the girl knew something was wrong. She prepared herself to fight the
beasts, but there were no beasts attacking them. It was Him; the feared one.
He stood in front of the thin, muscular boy. The dark figure talked, but the
words were muffled since the girl’s ears were covered by Edan’s chest and
arms.
For the first time in her life, the girl couldn’t understand what was
happening. She’d heard the terrible stories about Him, stories that could send
chills of terror to the bravest warrior. And yet, Edan was there, standing
without shaking or even blinking his eyes. By the rhythm of his heart and the
movements of his body, the girl knew Edan was affected, but it wasn’t fear, it
was something else, only she couldn’t tell what.
Edan whistled a high pitch note. A nearby Skuggor lost control and charged
them. Edan grabbed a small crystal with a black powder out of his pocket,
back-kicked it towards the Skuggor and, without letting her go, he ducked.
The crystal broke on impact releasing the black powder into the Skuggor’s
eyes. The beast leapt over Edan’s stooped body and attacked Him, giving the
boy a small window of time to escape and run to the castle.
Speeding up his pace, the boy arrived at the main gates of the Zansèt Palace
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and closed them before anyone or anything could get in.
Unlucky for the boy, it took Him a matter of seconds to snap the beast’s neck
and take off after them. Edan hid behind a column and placed his finger against
his lips. The girl remained quiet as instructed. Edan moved against a wall and
opened a secret compartment between a series of branches and trees.
They walked between roots and dirt, eventually reaching a room that was not
yet touched by darkness. It remained pure and utterly breathtaking. The place
was made of petals, vines, precious stones and water. Screams of the torture
and death happening outside could not be heard; blood could not be seen. It
was the true essence of an intact Nádúr Noc.
“Tanya?” Edan called out. A woman with soft flowing black hair and wide
gray eyes came out of one of the doors, ran to the girl and hugged her. “My
baby!” She covered the girl with kisses. “My beautiful girl. Thank you, Edan.”
She smiled and kissed the girl’s forehead for a second time. “You are finally
here; you made it.” Her face changed from happiness to a type of pain so
strong that only a mother who’d lost a child could understand. “You made it,
but we won’t. I’m so sorry.”
Tanya moved her hand and branches grew out until they reached her hand.
Out of the branches, a small box fell into her palm. Tanya opened the box and
took out a vintage silver locket with an engraved "G" in the middle.
Tanya walked behind the girl and opened the chain. The girl moved her
hands in circles, and a small gust of wind made her hair curl up into a bun.
Tanya clasped the necklace and caressed her neck.
A loud thump was heard against the wall. The screams and cries were now
audible inside the room. That only meant one thing: He found them. He was
getting closer. “Edan!” Tanya gasped. “Quick!” The little girl’s hair fell back
down her back, and Tanya lifted her into her arms.
Without wasting time, Edan moved his arms in circles, creating a beautiful
bubble of blue fire. The girl clung to her mother’s neck. “Sweetie, let go,”
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begged the mother.
“I can’t. I don’t want to.”
“You have to, for all of us.” The little girl lowered her arms, and her mother
kissed her goodbye before she placed her inside the fire bubble. A heartbreaking moment between a mother and her child, knowing that would be the
last time they would see each other. Tanya kissed the girl’s nose and gently
pressed the locket against the girl’s chest. “Never take it off,” she said while
the fireball closed up.
Once it closed, everything went dark; everything went silent…
Everything…until an alarm clock blared like crazy.
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Chapter 2
A Much Too Ordinary Life

TWELVE YEARS LATER (Present Day, Earth)

THE ALARM BOOMED and sounded until a hand with the Five Fold
symbol birthmark reached out of a big blue bundle of blankets and slapped it
off the nightstand. “Shut up!” whined the girl inside the bundle as she moved
around to unwrap herself, revealing a red-headed eighteen-year-old. Her pale
skin contrasted the deep blue sheets, and her wavy bright red hair fell like a
waterfall over her shoulders down to her waist.
Her name was G, or at least that’s what everyone called her. For twelve years
she had been living in the Truckee children’s home in Northern California. She
had no memory of who she was, where she came from, or how she got there.
She only knew that, for some strange reason, she had the same nightmare every
night and that no matter what she did, or what she tried, she could never take
off her necklace.
The girl opened her gray eyes and stared at the ceiling as she caressed her
silver necklace. Her finger ran over the engraved “G” on the locket over and
over again.
Sometimes it’s dangerous not knowing who you are, what you’re capable of,
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and what future awaits for you, especially when the darkness that slaughtered
your entire family and world is about to find you.

***
G was still lying on her bed when her worn-out cellphone vibrated. Instead
of answering it, she covered her face with her pillow. The noise of the vibration
and the light were making her head hurt. As far back as she could remember
she had suffered from migraines. When she was little, it was bearable, but the
older she got, the stronger the pain became.
G hugged the pillow and turned around, making her hair slide from the back
of her neck.
For a second time, the phone rang. G picked it up without looking at the caller
ID. “Hey, Priy.”
“Wake up, loser!!!” Priyam screamed.
G cringed in pain over the loud shriek, wiggled to her other side and peered
at the empty bed next to hers. “What are you doing out of bed?”
“I needed to get your present before your doctor’s appointment.”
“Priy-” G complained.
“I know,” Priyam interrupted, “you hate anything related to birthdays, but it
so happens that I don’t care.”
“Whatever.” G remembered the time Priyam crafted a fake driver’s license
and drove herself all the way to San Diego just because no one was able to take
her to Comic-Con. There was no point in arguing with her. “Still, my doctor’s
appointment isn’t until 9.”
“It’s 8:30,” said Priyam. G felt a rush of anxiety course through her veins,
leaving her skin tingling.
“No, it’s not. I set my alarm for 7.” G covered her head with the blanket to
block the sunlight.
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“You mean the one you smashed while I was leaving the room?”
G quickly looked at her nightstand…nothing. Peeking down to the floor she
found it; the alarm clock shattered to pieces. “No! No!”
Priyam laughed over the phone. “I’ll meet you in front of the coffee place in
five minutes.” G hung up and dragged herself to the closet.
Their room was divided in two. Priyam’s side was full of color, fabrics, Lord
of the Rings collectibles, Star Wars posters, computers, computer gadgets she
used for her hacking and programming side jobs, and Hindu decorations. G’s
side had no decorations except for a wooden closet, dozens of pots with
different kind of plants, a bunch of books and a huge window next to her bed.
Outside of the window, surrounded by a fluffy white coat of snow, was the
First Tree, only this time it wasn’t in her nightmare. It was alive and full of
leaves. Over the years, one of the branches of the First Tree grew through her
window, into the wall and across half of the ceiling over G’s bed. It looked like
a protective cocoon, giving her side of the room a rustic, whimsical feeling.
Throwing on her jeans, a t-shirt, and an olive green duffle coat, G left the
room and rushed outside.
Truckee was small, even by small-town standards. Some of its best-selling
points were the always welcoming town folks and that the town was
completely immersed in nature. The place was a mix of houses, roads, and
acres of forest. Next to G’s children’s home was one of the forest sections and,
right across it, downtown. Being in a hurry, G took the shortcut through the
forest.
A faint crying growl caught G’s attention as she skipped over roots and
forest shrubs. She stopped a moment of hesitation and looked towards the
noise.
From the time she was little, G’d had an extraordinary gift for getting into
trouble. When she was eight, she broke her leg after falling from the neighbor’s
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roof while trying to save a crying baby bird; another time, the orphanage had
to be evacuated because G shoved a beehive inside the house to keep the bees
warm and out of the freezing snow; and last year, it took two nights for the
fireman to find her after she got lost trying to help a wounded coyote find his
pack. Stop wandering around! Miss Brown, the manager of the children’s home,
used to scream. But as always, G ignored the old lady’s sermon and walked
into the forest.
The cry became louder and louder as she walked. And then the noise was
gone. G stopped and closed her eyes to concentrate on finding the noise, but
this time she didn’t hear the growling, it was more like…breathing, heavy
breathing, and it was coming from something right behind her.
G slowly turned to face the source of the breathing and found herself a few
feet away from a full grown wolf. Damn you, Miss Brown, she thought.
In a flash, the wolf growled and swung its massive paw towards G. Luckily;
she managed to duck before it hit her. Instead, the sharp claws smashed against
a tree. Chunks of bark, small tree limbs, and leaves fell on top of her.
G seized the moment to escape. She bounded back, sprinting as fast as she
could away from the wolf. Suddenly, she stopped. Something was wrong…
Why isn’t the wolf following me? It couldn’t have been protecting anything because
there were no cubs or nothing around them to protect. There had to be
another reason.
G clenched her fists, took a big breath. “Don’t,” she told herself. “Just keep
running…” But the pain of leaving a potentially harmed animal was stronger
than her fear of the animal itself. Against all common sense, she returned to
where the wolf was.
For the second time, the wolf saw her and growled. This time she didn’t react
to it. Instead, she walked slowly towards the wolf in order to see what the
problem was.
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Clinging to the wolf’s bloodied foot was a metal trap. G’s head pulsed with
anger. She couldn’t understand why people would do this to animals.
Ignoring her pain, she took a step forward. The wolf growled. “I’m not going
to hurt you,” she said as she reached one of her hands towards the wolf.
Without lowering her hand, she kneeled down next to the trap and studied it
to open it. She touched the metal, and the wolf moved its leg.
“Stay still, you stubborn wolf,” said G with a soft voice but the wolf growled
louder.
With delicate movements, she pulled the strings to release the trap. G took
hold of the metal and raised its teeth out of the wolf’s leg, then closed it back
so it couldn’t happen again.
Now released, the wolf stretched and turned to face G. She smiled and, out
of instinct, lifted her hand towards the animal. To her surprise, the animal
pressed his forehead against her palm. Without fear, G slid her hand to the
wolf’s head and leaned her forehead against the wolf’s. She felt nothing except
the freedom of the animal and herself. She knew it was impossible, but in a
way, she felt like the wolf understood her, the same way she understood the
animal. The moment was pure perfection, at least until she remembered
Priyam was waiting for her.
“Be careful,” she whispered to the animal and continued on her way.
G ran across the street, shaking away all the dirt and debris on her clothes
and in her hair until she reached Priyam Singh, a seventeen-year-old East
Indian with glasses and long black hair, who was staring at her with
amusement.
Priyam took a piece of bark from G’s hair. “What was it this time? Missing
cat? Sick dog? Hurt fox?”
“Trapped wolf,” G said, running her hands all over her messy coat.
“Wolf…Getting exotic, aren’t you? Chai frappe?” Priyam handed her friend
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a cup of spiced tea.
“You’re an angel!” G hugged Priyam and took a sip of her delicious treat as
they both walked to the doctor’s office.
On their way, G rubbed her forehead. A painful expression crossed her face.
She squinted her eyes, and her mouth twitched at the sharp pain.
“How is it today?” asked Priyam. G shook her head. The pain was already
killing her, and the wolf trap doubled it. “That bad?”
“Worse. Not even Bobby helps now.”
“I still think you need to change that name,” Priyam laughed.
“What’s wrong with Bobby?” G cradled her chai.
“It sounds like an uncle with a beer belly, not exactly the name for a tree.”
“Well, Bobby likes it.” G smiled since this wasn’t the first time Priyam
complained about Bobby.
At age six, after waking up alone in the forest, G was sent to the orphanage.
Prospective parents would ask about her background, and when the caretakers
told them there wasn’t any information, the smiling couples with their fancy
cars and big dreams moved on to safer choices. The way G hid in the corner
away from the other children probably didn’t help either. She could still feel
the sting of the last time she asked a child to play with her. The little-dimpled
girl with curly blonde hair pointed at G’s strange birthmark and stuck out her
tongue.
G had no name, no identity, no family and no friends. She only had herself
and the enormous tree that kept getting inside her room no matter what
anyone tried to do.
Every day, G used to cuddle against the First Tree. To everyone else, the
First Tree looked like a regular tree, but to G that tree was different. She
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couldn’t tell how, but the leaves seemed detached from the branches. They
floated around the tree creating a breathtaking illusion. It was there, leaning
against the tree, where she felt safe, relaxed. She felt like she was home. She
used to close her eyes and dream about distant lands with golden trees, singing
people and magic. A place where she knew who she was and was loved for it.
G fantasized that the woman in her dreams was her mother. Since G didn’t
have a father figure, in her dreams or real life, when she turned seven she
decided to give her tree a male name.
“Stuart? Or what about John?” she spoke to the tree….Nothing. She’d spent
four days trying to pick a name, but none of them felt right. “Bobby,” she
whispered… and just then, a subtle breeze hit the top of the tree making a few of
its leaves fall on G’s lap. “Bobby it is! Hello, Bobby!”
“Who are you talking to?” said a pitchy voice.
G turned around and saw Priyam for the first time. Six-year-old Priyam was
quite similar to her current self, except for the uneven ponytails and the thick
plastic glasses that covered most of her chocolate brown eyes. Priyam looked at
the tree then giggled. “Are you talking to a tree?”
G nodded shyly. Over her years in the orphanage, G learned that her unusual
behavior was considered a problem, especially when making friends. Like the
time everyone made fun of her for reading a book to the house dog, or when she
tackled one of the neighbor’s kid after he stepped on some flowers. But to her
surprise, Priyam didn’t run away. Instead, she smiled.
“You are weird!” Priyam said as she took out a chocolate cookie from her
oversized jumper’s pocket. “I like you.” She extended her hand so G could grab
the cookie. “Here, eat it all.”
G took the cookie, and Priyam sat next to her. “My name is Priyam, and my
mom and dad are dead.”
G choked on the cookie. She had never met someone as direct as that little girl.
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“But you also live here so yours might be too, right?” Priyam asked lifting her
eyebrow.
“I don’t know,” said G.
“Interesting…” Priyam whispered to herself. “And you are?”
“G”
Priyam giggled for the second time. “Your name is G?” G nodded, and Priyam
took her hand to shake it. “Nice to meet you, G.”
“This is Bobby,” said G.
“That’s a horrible name.”

“G!” shouted seventeen-year-old Priyam to snap G out of her trance.
G shook her head and smiled at her friend. “Sorry, I spaced out.”
“No kidding.” Priyam stopped walking. “We’re here. Are you ready?”
“You’re not coming?”
“No, thanks. Every time I see your doctor it makes me wanna punch him,”
Priyam said, grinning ear to ear.
“Fair enough. See you in fifteen then,” said G opening a big glass door
before walking into the hospital.

***
Doctor Murie turned off the machine and checked the results. His sky blue
eyes read the unusually long paper while his white eyebrows frowned. G slid
her sweaty hands across her jeans. She hated how clammy they turned every
time she got anxious, or in this case, scared. After coming for check-ups every
two months over the last twelve years, G had become an expert on reading his
expressions. She was positive this wasn’t going to be a day with good news.
The blonde nurse helped G to stand up and escorted her to Doctor Murie’s
office, “I’m sorry G, there is nothing we can do. The gray mass is covering
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your entire brain now.” Doctor Murie gave the test results to G so she could
see it for herself.
G understood what she was reading, but she couldn’t understand how the
tumor could’ve doubled its size in a few weeks when it took it years to grow a
few inches before. “But last month it was only half the size.”
“It’s growing faster than anything we’ve seen.” Doctor Murie placed his
hand on G’s trembling shoulder, “I’m sorry G, there’s no way we can operate
now.”
G felt the room spinning as if she’d just chugged five shots of tequila. “I
don’t understand,” she said while holding the results.
“Neither do we. With that amount of gray space covered you shouldn’t be
alive, and yet, you are here with a perfect response from all of your organs and”
“-my crappy memory?” interrupted G.
“You have an outstanding memory; it’s only your childhood you can’t
remember.”
G took a deep breath and tried to calm herself. She wasn’t as scared about
the results as much as she was bothered by not knowing the reason this was
happening. Another unanswered question in her life. G faced Doctor Murie,
“What can I do?”
“There is nothing you can do.” His upper eyelids dropped as he stared
directly at his shoes. “We don’t even know what that grey space is…I’m sorry.”
G left the office and walked outside the hospital where Priyam sat waiting
for her. “How did it go?”
“They don’t know what it is anymore.”
Priyam scoffed, “Anymore? G, they’ve never known what it is. It literally took
them twelve years to get to the same conclusion they had in the beginning.”
G said nothing. Her friend was right. “You seem worried.”
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“I am.”
Priyam patted G, “Don’t be.”
“But the doctor said there’s nothing he can do now.”
“I honestly think your doctor is an idiot.”
“You think everyone is an idiot,” G pointed out feeling her shoulders relax.
“True, but your doctor takes the cake.” Priyam grinned to calm her friend
down. “Trust me; you are perfectly fine. Besides the migraines and the fact
that you can’t flirt to save your life, everything about you is in perfect
condition.”
G gave Priyam a friendly nudge. “Geez, thanks.”
Priyam opened her bag and began rifling through it. “Don’t thank me, until
you see your precious little gift.”
“Priy, how many times have I told you, today is not my birthday,” G
complained. Priyam ignored her and took out a small box wrapped in
crumpled newspaper, taped with a dozen kids’ Band-Aids.
“Well maybe it’s not, but your brain can’t remember when it is, so this is
better than nothing.”
G took the gift and opened it to reveal a pair of gold aviator sunglasses that
had a small moon connecting the rims to the sunglasses’ temples. G was
extremely happy causing Priyam to smile at her achievement. “You’ve been
whining about how the light affects your migraines, so I took it as a hint.”
“It wasn’t.”
“I can take them back,” suggested Priyam.
“No! I love them. Thank you,” G said as she tried them on. “How do I
look?”
“Classy!” Church bells range in the distance. Priyam checked the time.
“Ready for school?”
“Am I ever?”
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***
Once inside the Truckee High school grounds, G leaned her bag against her
locker and searched for her medication so she could take the sunglasses off
without feeling the excruciating pain the light caused her. She placed the
sunglasses on their case and took out a bottle of water from her locker. While
opening the bottle, G thought again about the doctor’s appointment. She knew
Priyam was right about her being healthy since she could still function and her
life could be called normal to some extent.
“Oh no… not this early,” whined Priyam.
G turned around and looked at Synthia Kearney, an eighteen-year-old whose
face already looked older than a college senior and dressed in clothes two sizes
too small. Synthia was barely 4’8” tall, but her eight-inch clear high platform
heels elevated her to be a few inches taller than G. Whether it was pouring rain
or the streets were covered by ten feet of snow, it was always a hot summer
when it came to Synthia’s clothing options. Like a pair of obnoxious lap dogs,
Alma-Loo and Diana followed Synthia everywhere. Two brunette wannabes
with a little more sense of the weather changes.
“Hangover on a Wednesday?” giggled Synthia. “Oh, sorry,” she said flicking
her plastic, platinum blonde extensions with the back of her hand. “I forgot
you don’t have friends to go out with.” Synthia and her two minions giggled
in a high pitch tone.
G ignored Synthia and proceeded with taking her medicine, but Priyam
couldn’t let this moment pass. “She does have friends, but they all left in search
of the rest of your skirt.”
Synthia gasped, pressing one hand against her bony chest. “My outfit is
perfect.”
Priyam smirked with delight at Synthia’s reactions. “It is perfect, if you’re a
streetwalker.”
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Like most of Priyam’s comments, it took Synthia longer than it should to
react. “You are so dumb…” She rolled her dark brown eyes. “Why would I
walk on the street when I own a car?” She placed her purse on her shoulder
and teetered away followed by her two shadows.
“Did you hear that?” Priyam laughed, her glasses almost falling off her face.
“She’s not a street walker because she owns a car. I swear that girl needs to
stop bleaching her hair with such strong chemicals.”
“She might not be bright, but you have to admit her immune system is
amazing. I can’t believe she hasn’t died of pneumonia yet,” said G.
“Oh, now you say something?”
G took her sunglasses from the locker and placed them in her bag in case
the light got brighter. “I don’t know what you mean.”
“Two minutes ago she was bitching at you, and you stood there silent.”
G closed her bag and hung it on her shoulder. “I’m peaceful.”
“Is peaceful the new word for pushover?”
“I’m not a pushover. I just think you do a better job sending her away,” said
G as she closed her locker.
Priyam grinned. “And I’m proud of it.”
Walking down the hallway, G kept looking at everyone. Some were excited,
others angry, and others sad. Some played around with their phones; some
took pictures of each other and others texted nonstop.
Everything in her life, except Bobby and Priyam, made G feel like she was
missing something. She viewed the rest of the people around her like they all
had everything figured out, everyone except her. While they all talked and
wished to be skinny, date an outrageous number of people, have lots of money
to spend on useless stuff and be prom queen, G hoped for something more.
She wished for the knowledge of who she was, for a family, for incredible
adventures and for the brave and loyal love she sadly finds only in her favorite
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books.
But no… people around her valued the size of their jeans more than any
personality trait. And they call me weird… she thought. Well… they probably call me
that for other reasons. She acknowledged that unlike them, she could understand
things in animals that no one understood, she could feel the plants and the
flowers. She could sense when the snow was coming, when the spring was
starting. Always making her wonder where she truly belonged. She felt like her
life in Truckee, in that school and everywhere she went, wasn’t real. She felt as
if she were living inside of one of the video games Priyam loved to play. As if
she kept waiting for her life to begin. As if she were in a constant state of
pause.
Halfway down the hallway, G and Priyam noticed there was too much
commotion among the students. “What’s going on?” G asked one of the overly
excited seniors.
“Hot new teacher,” she giggled.
“Poor woman,” Priyam said while tying her black hair in a ponytail.
“No.” The senior student smiled like a kid in a Christmas toy store. “It’s a
male teacher.”
Priyam stopped cold. Those were rare creatures at that school, and like
always, she needed information. “What’s his name? What class?”
“Mr. Blau. Twelfth-grade chemistry.”
“Yes! We are going to have our own Ezra Fitz!” cheered Priyam.
G grinned at the mention of PLL’s character; her friend was definitely a
bottomless pit of pop culture references. “Since when do you care about what
teacher you have?”
“Since the word “hot” is attached to the word “teacher,” Priyam explained,
even though she thought the answer was obvious. “We should go soon. I don’t
want to miss out on a good desk.”
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They arrived at the classroom and noticed a bunch of girls already took the
whole front row. “Guess you weren’t the only one with that brilliant idea,”
teased G.
Mrs. Smith, a skinny woman with frizzy brown hair, entered the classroom
and saw all the girls sitting at the front with the exception of G and Priyam. “I
assume everyone knows,” she said starring at the giggling girls at the very front,
“but for those who don’t, Mrs. Hale left the institution for personal reasons.
In her place will be our new teacher, Mr. Blau.”
“What personal reasons?” G asked Priyam, finding it strange that someone
like Mrs. Hale would leave her class without a single word. “That woman
almost had her baby in the classroom because of her dedication to the school.”
“Who cares? It’s not like-” Priyam couldn’t finish her sentence. Her
complete attention focused on the new teacher walking into the classroom.
Mr. Blau, a tall, toned man in his early twenties, with light brown hair, a
Greek nose, and piercing green eyes, walked into the classroom and everyone
went silent. G knew the rumors mentioned the teacher was hot but this was
ridiculous. Between the intimidating presence and stunning sharp features, his
expression was cold and calculating.
There was a contrast between his youth and demeanor. His face looked
young, but his manners and clothes gave him an elegant old vibe. His posture
was flawless, and so was his body. The fabric of his pants and fitted vest,
framed his body, while the rolled up sleeves of his shirt accentuated his lean,
muscular arms. A stylish black leather forearm cuff covered up to a few inches
below his left rolled up sleeve. Something about that bracelet made G think of
one of the blacksmiths Priyam loved to flirt with at the yearly Renaissance fair.
Mr. Blau glanced at her classmates and stopped on G. His beauty was breathtaking.
G felt like a powerful magnet was pulling her towards him, but unlike
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everyone else, it wasn’t his looks that were enchanting her, it was the strange
feeling of familiarity and need she had for his approval. She felt like she knew
him, and more than that, she felt like he knew her too. The real her, whoever
that was.
“I- I will leave you to your class,” the teacher stuttered as Mr. Blau walked
closer to where she was standing. “Any other questions feel free to stop by my
office,” she managed to say before leaving the room.
“Thank you, Mrs. Smith,” spoke Mr. Blau in a thick British accent.
“Oh, damn…” Priyam gasped and looked at G as if she’d won the lottery,
but G was still holding eye contact with Mr. Blau.
Mr. Blau’s masculine jaw clenched as he looked away from G’s stare and
walked to the whiteboard. “As you were previously told, my name is Mr. Blau.”
He wrote his name on the board.
Synthia raised her hand and bent down slightly to show more cleavage. “Can
I call you Blau?” she asked with a sultry voice.
Mr. Blau turned around and faced her. His face was emotionless. “Does it
only say Blau on the board?”
Synthia flicked her hair and giggled. “No.”
“Then no,” he responded in a cold tone while taking a book out of his
briefcase. “Can someone tell me what page and topic you reached with Mrs.
Hale?”
Being the know-it-all she’d always been, Priyam raised her hand, but before
she could answer, Synthia jumped in. “So, are you like from another country
or what?”
Mr. Blau placed the book on top of the desk. “I’m sorry Miss, are you hard
of hearing?”
“Oh, not at all,” she giggled for the second time, creating annoying waves of
pain in G’s headache. “I like pop music. What about you?”
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Priyam choked while G and the rest of the class froze. Even though they’d
just met Mr. Blau, they all realized that messing with him was a terrible idea.
Synthia, as always, was oblivious.
Mr. Blau walked closer to Synthia and bent so his hands could reach her
desk. “Are you in the right class? You are fully aware this is 12th-grade
chemistry, right?”
“Well-” Synthia said.
Mr. Blau lifted one of his hands to shut her up. “Answer yes or no.”
“Yes, and yes,” she giggled.
Mr. Blau straightened up and pointed at the door. “Out of my class.”
“What?! Why?!” she whined while the whole class stared at what Priyam
would call ‘a magnificent show.’
“Why, you ask?” Mr. Blau walked to the door and opened it. “Because I
refuse to teach a high school class to a person who acts like they are in kinder.
Now leave.”
Priyam faced G beaming with excitement. “I love him!.” She whispered.
“Why? He’s a dictator!” G whispered back. She knew Synthia wasn’t the
brightest, but she couldn’t believe how rude the teacher was to her.
Throwing a temper tantrum, Synthia grabbed her purse and stomped out of
the classroom. Mr. Blau closed the door and walked to the middle of the class
and faced G. “Page and topic,” he asked her.
“Page 107, principles of chemical equilibrium,” said G. For a second, Mr.
Blau raised his thick eyebrow.
“Start reading,” he demanded and turned to write on the board.
G felt a pinch of curiosity and nerves as if she knew something was about
to change.
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Chapter 3
1014-12 Sierra Ave

1014-12 SIERRA AVE looked like an ordinary house. In fact, it was a typical
house…at least in the neighbour’s eyes.
The house had a very convenient location. It was right across from the high
school and a few minutes away from the main street. It was painted with soft
tones of orange and a wooden fence that protected a garden. Pretty normal,
one might think.
But what was unknown about the place was that markings of light made
from unique rocks covered the entire house, that there were more than ten
secret exits, and that it was soon to be the home of six occupants who were
not entirely human.
On the inside, the house was impeccably clean with a few hanging crystal
artefacts, unique weapons, and runes making the place look like a Bohemian
market with a severe case of OCD.
Mr. Blau opened his eyes and focused on the empty calendar hanging on his
bedroom wall… December. Even though there was nothing written on it, he
couldn’t stop staring at it, as if time had just stopped.
Despite there being no school that day, Mr. Blau was wearing his leather
forearm cuff and an elegant shirt with long sleeves that made him appear
uptight. The same look he wore every single day. He was resting on the bed
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but still looked rigid, as in a perpetual state of stress.
Mr. Blau gazed at the window as if he sensed something was coming. He
grabbed the Rondel crystal dagger hidden under his bed and within seconds,
he was next to the window’s edge. Trying not to move the curtain too much,
he took a peek.
As his clenched jaw relaxed, he left the crystal dagger on the table next to
him and walked out of the room.
Mr. Blau opened the main door and saw Willow Thénardier, a girl in her late
teens with wavy pale blonde hair, a freckled straight nose, and sporty clothes.
She’d been scattering seeds throughout his garden. Once finished, she lifted
her left hand, which had a circular tribal mark of a tree with a leaf engraved on
the back of her wrist and dozens of light blue flowers grew.
“You haven’t even unpacked, and yet you are already decorating?” Mr. Blau
asked.
“It’s “Terra’s Wolfsbane’,” she explained to Mr. Blau with a flirty grin on her
lips. “I thought the house needed a little more security.”
“It doesn’t, Willow,” he corrected her. “Besides, ‘Wolfsbane’ is known for
being poisonous.”
Willow flicked her hand, and the flowers bloomed to their final stage. “So?
They are beautiful.”
“We can’t kill the neighbors.”
“They’re poisonous only when you eat them.” Willow walked to Mr. Blau.
“They just paralyze you when you touch them.”
She stopped walking a few feet away from him. “It’s been so long, Edan.”
She closed her amber eyes and hugged him wishing that at least for once, he
would hug her with the same intention she had. He didn’t. “And you are as
proper as ever.” Turning on her heels, she smiled and went inside the house.
Willow took off her jacket, revealing a flowy crop top. Her floaty tank top
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moved showing the Sakura tree tattoo she had on her ribs. The tattoo looked
like a watercolor painting. It started at the front side of her waist, slowly
curving around the side of her ribcage up to the middle section of her chest
except for one branch that managed to cross her clavicle up to the lower part
of her neck. “Have the others arrived?”
“You are the first,” said Edan, “but the rest should be here any minute.”
THUNK, a loud noise was heard from outside. Edan and Willow peeked
through the window at the same time. “Idiot,” he hissed while Willow smiled
utterly pleased with herself.
Edan opened the door to Shui Yan, a petite Chinese woman in her early
twenties wearing a silver Celtic choker with a blue teardrop. She was dragging
an unconscious body out of the flower field. It was the body of Veter Jankovic,
a massive twenty-four-year-old Viking looking wrestler with a dark brown man
bun. “I warned him,” said Shui as she dropped his heavy foot to the floor and
stared at Edan with her deep black eyes.
“Of course you did.”
He walked outside to help before the neighbors saw they were dragging what
looked like a corpse inside his house. Edan stood next to Veter’s body and
lifted him. Damn, was he heavy.
“The others?” asked Shui. Her silky blue ombre hair shifted back and forth
tickling her hips as they both moved Veter.
“Willow is here. You are the second ones to arrive,” he replied.
As they dragged what felt like a truck, Edan realized someone was watching
them. He looked left and saw G staring at them, her eyes wide open, almost
unable to blink. Edan turned away pretending not to notice her as they finally
reached the inside of his house. Flipping hell… he thought.
Once inside the house, Edan and Shui left Veter on the floor next to the
wooden stairs. Willow walked to Shui and hugged her. “Shui! How you been?”
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“Good,” she said and hugged her back. Like Willow, Shui had a tribal circular
mark over her left wrist, only hers wasn’t a tree with a leaf, but a drop of water
surrounded by two waves. “I see your plants are getting stronger.”
“Yeah, sorry about that.” Willow passed her hand playfully through her hair.
“The house needed some extra protection.”
“And you knew Veter wouldn’t resist,” said Shui as she placed her travel bag
on top of the kitchen counter.
“True,” Willow grinned. If there was something she loved as much as her
flowers, it was getting back at Veter. “But I didn’t know you guys were coming
together.”
“Neither did I.” Shui took a small pouch out from her bag.
“That’s because you weren’t supposed to,” said Edan, placing a couple of
colorful vegetables and a thick piece of meat on top of the kitchen counter.
“You must be hungry from the trip. Sit down; food will be ready soon.”
Twelve years prior, Edan and the rest were sent to Earth to take care of their
princess when the time was needed. The parliament gave them three simple
rules: to find their princess at the appropriate time, not before nor after; to
never use their powers to hurt humans; and on gathering day, to arrive alone
to prevent unnecessary attention.
Shui blushed. She knew that their gathering there and arriving together was
already breaking two rules. Something she hates doing. “I’m sorry. He
appeared in front of my place before I left.”
“Traveling to China to do nothing but escort you,” Willow scoffed in
disagreement. “Sounds like him.”
Shui gave the small pouch to Willow. “Yes, he’s always been completely
irrational.”
Willow opened the pouch and saw a bunch of seeds; her heart fluttered with
delight. “Shui!”
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“There are mostly healing herbs and some other poisonous plants you might
find useful.” Shui glanced back at Veter’s unconscious body. “Try not to use
them on him.”
“I’ll do my best.” Willow smiled mischievously and placed the pouch in her
box of seeds.
SWISH! The main door opened, and a fluffy ash brown sugar glider with a
white stripe on its back glided into the house, landing on Veter’s face. It bent
slightly down, then stretched out lifting its arms as gymnasts do after finishing
their circuit. “Great landing, Icarus!” cheered Donovan Bär, an eighteen-yearold Latino with electric blue eyes, a chocolate brown undercut hair and a black
leather jacket hanging from his forearm. He stood clapping next to the main
door. Donovan had a tattoo of a white eagle on his back. The head of the eagle
was right on the nape of his neck. The wings extended from his shoulders to
his wrists so every time he moved his arms the eagle looked like it was flying.
Donovan walked inside, and Icarus jumped next to Edan’s food. “No
animals inside the house,” he said.
“And yet, you are still here,” laughed Donovan as he pulled Edan into a
powerful bear hug. “Good to see you, my old friend.”
For the first time, Edan smiled, a refreshing, carefree smile. After years of
not seeing his best friend, they were finally together. “Likewise.”
Donovan let go of Edan and ran to the food. “Yes! I’m starving!”
“Wash your hands first,” said Shui with a soft motherly tone. “You probably
pet animals all day long.”
“Baby girl!” They hugged. “How’s everything?”
Icarus jumped and crawled up to Shui’s shoulder. “Everything’s good,” she
said while tickling the sugar glider.
“Veter! Wake up man!” screamed Donovan, but Veter stayed motionless.
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“Is he really that tired?”
Shui walked to the kitchen, grabbed a ceramic teapot and wielded the water
from a nearby jar inside the teapot. “He’s not sleeping; he’s unconscious.”
“No way,” Donovan grinned. “What happened?”
“Willow,” both Edan and Shui said at the same time.
“Oh, man! Why do I always miss the best parts?” Donovan laughed so hard
he could barely breathe, his arms clenched around his stomach. “Is that why
the flowers are blue?”
“Hey! It’s not my fault that giant man is obsessed with that color. Besides,
Shui warned him not to touch them,” said Willow with a hint of pride over her
work.
Donovan softly kicked Veter’s foot. “Is this man-child taking good care of
you?”
“More like the other way around.”
“No… Fourteen years and you haven’t given him a chance?” Donovan
looked at her with wide eyes. “Poor guy, he sure is persistent,” he said causing
Shui to blush. “Yo! Willow, can we wake the man up?”
Willow threw some leaves into the ceramic teapot and served it. “Why? I like
him more when he’s unconscious.”
“True, but I can always ask Icarus to convince you,” Donovan smirked.
After years of knowing each other, Donovan had a few good ways of making
Willow talk, one of these was her fear of rodents or anything that resembled
one.
“Don’t you dare allow that rat next to me!” she squealed and shivered with
disgust as Icarus jumped closer to Willow to mess with her. “Fine! Give him
this,” she said as she took out a small bottle and threw it to Icarus.
The sugar glider took the bottle and gave it to Donovan. “Thank you Willow,
you shouldn’t have,” sang Donovan as he poured the bottle in Veter’s mouth.
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Like magic, Veter coughed violently and woke up. “That was brutal!” he
said in a thick Serbian accent, scratching his long crooked nose with the back
of his hand. “Who knew those little flowers would knock me down?”
Donovan chuckled. “Apparently, Shui warned you.”
Veter moved his fingers through his bushy dark brown beard. “Now that
you mention it, I do remember her saying something about it.” He stood up
and shook hands with Donovan. “Glad to see you lad. Icarus.” He gave a
friendly nod to the sugar glider and then turned to the kitchen. Veter had the
same tribal circle on his left wrist; only his was a wave from the air element.
“Good morning, babe,” he smiled at Shui. Instead of answering she merely
lifted her thin eyebrow and walked away, something that made Veter want to
chase after her even more.
“Bummer, you’re still alive,” teased Willow.
Veter stared at her with a sour face. “Blondie,” he said, then looked around.
“Who’s missing?”
“Hunter,” said Edan.
Veter walked to Edan, but instead of shaking his hand he stood in front of
him and placed his right hand over Edan’s right shoulder, a sign of honor and
respect. “Agnosco, Kapetan,” he said.
Edan mimicked the same gesture placing his arm on Veter’s left shoulder
creating an X with both of their arms. “Agnosco,” he said. “Good to have
you back from your nap.”
“And a glorious one,” Veter joked.
After finishing their greetings and their food, Edan and the rest walked to
the main living room. Veter sat down and took out a cigar.
“Thank you all for coming on such short notice,” Edan said. “For the last
twelve years our future queen was safer kept away from us, but after her
Eighteenth Spring, she will be in more danger.”
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“What about the necklace?” asked Shui. “Is something wrong with it?”
“Nothing is wrong with the necklace, but her powers are becoming too
strong to be contained.” Edan paced to the middle of the room. “A few weeks
ago, Hunter was able to track her essence.”
Willow gasped and covered her mouth with shaky hands. “From where? For
how long?!”
“From the Amazon, and only for a few minutes.”
“From the Amazon!” Willow screamed. The distance from the Amazon to
Truckee was extremely far, especially to be able to sense someone. “Does He
know?! Has He found her?!” she asked. Fear flooded the room. Even though
they were sent away before the war in Nádúr Noc, they’d all heard the stories.
They all knew what He was capable of.
Edan squatted making eye contact with her. “Calm down Willow. He is
powerful, but He’s not a tracker. Hunter is. The best one to be exact. There’s
no way He could have sensed her.”
Donovan crossed his arms and leaned against the wall. He looked calm, but
his muscles remained tensed. “How can you be so sure He hasn’t sensed her?”
Edan stood and paced across the room. “Because if He had, this place would
be crawling with dark beasts or Darklings by now. The town is clean.”
“What’s the plan, then?” asked Donovan.
“We stay here. We take turns watching over her, and we keep her safe for
the time that we have left,” said Edan. “I know I’m asking you to change the
plans the elders set for all of you, but we need to make sure that nothing
happens to our future queen until her Resurgence.”
Donovan took a step forward. “I’m in.”
“Me too,” said Willow.
Shui lifted her hand. “Count me in, Edan.” Veter stood up from the couch.
“You already know that wherever you lead, I will follow.”
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Edan gave everyone a thankful nod.
Hunter, with his messy black hair covering most of his face, took a step
forward as a gesture of joining the team.
Veter jumped at the sight of Hunter. “Shit!!” Veter screamed. “How does he
do that? I didn’t see him walk in!” He looked around for answers. “Did any of
you see him walk in?” They all shook their heads.
Barely fifteen years old, Hunter was the youngest of the team. With black
eyes, an intense stare, a skinny body that was mostly covered in scars, the fact
that he never talked and had an unknown past, Hunter was a stray wild animal.
Though everyone stared, Hunter kept his cool way, as he carved a piece of
wood with a knife.
“And he already has his knife out!” Donovan clapped with amusement.
“This guy’s a ninja!”
“Let him be,” said Edan as he grabbed a bag that was leaning against the
couch and placed it on top of the table.
He opened it to reveal a bunch of crystal daggers like the one he had in his
room. Edan took the crystals out and passed them out to his friends. “We
don’t want to attract any attention to this town, so try not to wield your
elements,” he explained as everyone took a crystal. “If anything goes wrong,
use the crystal to defend yourselves. Make sure to take it everywhere you go.”
“No way!” Donovan took one of the daggers and showed it to Veter. “I
haven’t seen one of this since my days in Terra, have you?”
“I brought one with me, broke it by accident a few years ago,” he smiled
showing the dimples in his cheeks.
“Edan,” Willow walked closer to him, “does us coming here earlier mean
that we could also go back to Terra earlier?”
“I’m afraid not,” he said handing one of the daggers to Hunter. “We are
here earlier for her protection, but we need to wait for the year to pass before
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we can remove the locket.”
“Do you miss it?” Willow placed her hand gently on Edan’s back. “Being in
Terra?”
“Some things I do, Terrians…memories,” he said trying to keep his head
from hanging low. “Other things I guess I’m better off without. You?”
“I miss my family the most,” Willow said. She sat down on one of the
couches. “And the market stand I used to take you to.”
Donovan sighed next to Willow. “I miss my family too. Mayra and Dean
must be so grown up by now.”
“Of course they are, it’s been twelve years.” Shui patted Donovan’s hair like
a mother would with her child.
“My baby sisters must be eighteen now,” Veter said. Being the oldest of nine
kids, he was very protective of everyone around him. He leaned closer to Shui
so she could pat his hair just like she was doing to Donovan. Shui shook her
head and proceeded to pat him too.
“The triplets? Already eighteen?” Donovan lifted his eyebrow and Veter
glared at him.
“Don’t you dare think about touching my sisters, you animal.”
“I would never!” He laughed.
As they continued to talk about their memories in Terra, Edan’s mind
strayed somewhere else, trying to prepare for what was coming.
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Chapter 4
Wicked Week

Monday…
G WAS NESTLED DEEP under her fluffy comforter when Priyam woke
her. “Coma girl! It’s time for breakfast, and Miss Brown needs something from
the market.” She handed G a few rolled up bills. “Can you take care of the
market while I take care of the kids?”
“This early?” G whined and crawled further into her bed.
“Sorry ‘little Annie,’ but it’s a hard knock life, as they say, so unless you want
to find another place to live and give up our scholarships, then yes.”
G moved her hand out of the sheets and snatched the bills from Priyam’s
hand. “I’m on it.”
“Atta girl!”

***
At the supermarket, G began placing all the items on the list in the cart:
diapers, baby food, cold medicine, vegetables and colorful cereals, when she
saw Mr. Blau looking over some pots and pans. He seemed calmer than in
class, more relaxed and somehow younger. His facial expressions, without his
usual frown and constant eye rolling, led G to think that he enjoyed cooking.
Enjoyment… she thought a word I never thought I would use to describe him. After all,
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every day at school, his face was in a constant glare.
G was lost in thought when the church bells rang. Damn, I’m late! She grabbed
the last items, paid for the groceries, and ran to the forest to take a shortcut.
As usual, on her way through the forest, G was followed by an animal. In
this case, it was a small golden-crowned kinglet that flew up to her shoulder.
“Oh, hello, chubby bird,” she greeted him, continuing to think about Mr. Blau
and what she had seen the day before on her way back from the library; him
and that beautiful woman with a gorgeous blue ombre hair, dragging a knocked
out giant man. “Who are they, little bird? And why are they here?” she asked
while the puffy white and yellow bird remained seated on her shoulder.
“Also… was that his house? I never pictured him in a house, I mean… it’s not
like I thought he was homeless, but he’s so stiff and angry, yet he lives in a
house full of beautiful flowers? What’s that abou– AHH!” G tripped on a tree’s
root. The bird flew away as she closed her eyes preparing for the impact… but
nothing happened.
G opened her eyes and, for a second, saw herself floating mid-air. “Ah!” G
gasped inhaling the smoke from a vanilla cigar. G stayed still, afraid of moving
the wrong way and falling from whatever was holding her. “Are you ok, little
bird?” she asked as the wind pushed her backwards. Don’t fall, don’t fall… she
chanted over and over again until she was back on her feet.
Unsure of what had happened, but still incredibly excited, G smiled at the
bird. “Stay there! I’m gonna get Priy.”
G ran to the orphanage, stormed up the stairs, and threw her bedroom door
open. “Priy!” she screamed. Priyam almost fell off the chair she was swinging
on.
“Geez, G!” Priyam sat down correctly. “Scare much?”
“You need to come with me.”
“I’m in the middle of this level.”
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“Then pause it. You need to see this!” G insisted while Priyam kept playing.
“Priy! I’m serious.”
Priyam closed down the screen of her laptop and faced her friend. “It better
be super incredible.”
Back in the forest and next to the bird, G placed her feet behind the root
she tripped on the last time. “Check this out,” she said as she let herself go,
only this time the wind didn’t carry her. G’s body slammed into the floor, and
Priyam burst out laughing. “You were right. It was amazing,” she managed to
say between breaths. “Though you could’ve shown me that incredible trick
back at the orphanage.”
G sat down and searched for the current she felt last time… it was gone, and
so was the smell of the cigar.
“I don’t understand…” she whispered.
“Neither do I, but it was glorious.” Priyam mocked her one last time before
heading back

Tuesday…
G woke up to a chirping sound coming from one of Bobby’s branches. She
took a bath, and when she came out the same bird from yesterday was standing
on her nightstand.
“Hey, birdy!” she greeted the animal while picking out clothes to wear.
Outside, G walked to the main street to pick up a video for Priyam’s movie
night. While walking down the street, G heard a soft waggle and heavy
breathing following her. She turned around and noticed a brown street dog
was following her. Three blocks later, the dog was still tailing her. Another day,
another animal following me… At least this one is a dog. To her surprise, when she
turned at next corner, the dog turned too. Maybe he’s hungry… G walked into
the meat shop and bought a pound of beef to feed the dog like she always did
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with any stray animal, but when she walked outside, he was gone.
Not thinking too much of it, G continued her walk to the video store.
On her way, G saw the reflection of a small spotted animal in the stores’
windows and realized she was now being followed by a cat. Only this time the
cat was smoother in covering his tracks. Poor cat, it must be the meat… G turned
around and gave a piece of meat to the cat who happily ate it.
“Good boy,” she praised him. “Now go to your house.” As if it was
following orders, the cat ran across the street crossing in front of Mr. Blau. G
spied on him for a brief moment before he walked inside a café and sat with a
strong man with beautiful blue eyes; another man G had never seen before in
town.
Finally, with the video in hand, G walked back to the orphanage. This time
she went through the forest. On her way, G sang and goofed around when she
heard a twig snap next to her.
She turned and saw an elk hiding among the trees. G slowly turned back
around and walked silently so the animal wouldn’t get scared. To her
amusement, the animal started to follow her. Every time she looked back, the
elk did a terrible job pretending it wasn’t following her by “hiding” behind a
tree, chewing some grass, and even pretending to be looking at the sky. Ok…
this is getting a little weird... She kept walking slowly and noticed that now, not
only the elk was following her, but a fox and a beaver had joined him.. How did
a beaver get here?
Feeling freaked out by the Dr. Doolittle experience, G ran to the orphanage
and closed her bedroom door.
“Great! You got the video,” said Priyam as she took off her glasses and
pushed her computer out of the way. “Popcorn is ready.”
Without answering, G ran to the window to see if the elk was still outside.
Not only was the elk still there, so was the dog, the cat, the bird, the fox, the
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beaver, and a group of wolves!
“Darn!” she yelped as she ducked down.
“What’s happening?” asked Priyam. G pointed at the window.
Priyam jumped out of bed and took a sneaky look. “No way! Is that an elk?
And wolves?” she asked amused. “G, what’s up with Noah’s ark? Did you do
this? I told you to stop feeding stray animals, or they would follow you home.”
“I only fed the cat, and I don’t know if it was me. Maybe…?” G was so
confused. Why were these animals following her for no reason? “They all
started to follow me this morning.”
“Never a dull moment with you.” Priyam took the video from G’s hands
and put it in the computer. “Come on, let’s watch it. I’m sure they won’t come
in,” she said with a chuckle.
G walked to Priyam’s bed, and they both watched the movie, oblivious to
the fact that Icarus was watching over them from one of Bobby’s branches.

Wednesday…
The day was warmer than usual; the sun was out, the wind wasn’t cold, and
there was no sign of snow. It seemed strange not having to wear a sweater at
this time of the year. It was so warm, one of the teachers decided to hold class
outside so they could enjoy the weather.
G was leaning against a tree taking notes while the teacher lectured. G loved
being outside, being in nature. There, on the grass, with the sky above her and
the smell of fresh air, was where G felt the most comfortable.
“I’m so hungry,” whispered Priyam as she played around with her computer.
“You’re always hungry.”
“I say we sneak away and go to the cafeteria,” Priyam proposed while
pretending to take notes. “I already know this subject so I can help you prepare
for the exam.”
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“What if the teacher finds out? I don’t think we should go,” said G.
“My treat.”
G shoved her notebook inside her bag. “I’m ready.”
Priyam chuckled, packed her computer, and they both snuck around through
the trees.
While walking among the trees, G had the strange impulse to look toward
the main building. There he was, Mr. Blau staring at her from a distance. G
stopped and stared back. This was the third day in a row she’d gotten a glimpse
of him. It was as if everywhere she went he followed, or maybe it was the other
way around.
SNAP!!! One of the tree branches moved and slapped G right in the face.
“Damn it!”
Priyam turned and saw G with her red cheek and confused expression.
“What happened?”
“I don’t know. The tree branch just slapped me. ”
“You walked into a tree branch?” Priyam laughed.
G rubbed her red face. Pounding pain ran through her cheek and down her
neck. “I didn’t walk into it, it moved by itself.”
Priyam raised her eyebrows and smirked, “It moved by itself?”
“Yes, I was looking at the building and it snapped against me.”
“Your cheek looks puffy; we can put some ice on it in the cafeteria.”
G followed Priyam, and for the second time that day, she had another urge
to look at the main building. G saw Mr. Blau still looking at her but this time
his face was different, he looked concerned and… angry? Why would he be angry?
Just to push Mr. Blau’s buttons, G lifted her hand and waved at him. He
shook his head in disapproval, turned around and strode away. G grinned at
his childish reaction.
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SNAP!! Another tree branch slapped G knocking her to the ground.
Priyam ran towards her; she couldn’t stop laughing, “Seriously G, how are
you still alive at this age?”

Thursday…
The school hours seemed like weeks to G. The more she looked at her watch,
the more it seemed to be slowing down. She couldn’t wait for tomorrow so
she could confront Mr. Blau. For the past week, things were off, there was
something that kept nagging at her.
G knew she was always getting into some sort of trouble, like her encounter
with the wounded wolf or other weird situations, like thinking she heard
whispers from a plant, but the past week was something else. Aside from the
odd people she’d seen all over town and the way nature behaved with her,
everything appeared to be related to Mr. Blau.
And Mr. Blau, well… he was unusual all around. Just a few days ago, she
caught him moving a half dead person into a house. But even more than that,
he was simply too different from anyone G had ever met.
Unlike the rest of her teachers, Mr. Blau wasn’t obsessed with G’s birthmark,
crazy necklace or her famous shady past. He didn’t find her strange, and he
sure did his best to avoid speaking to her for more than a few minutes. Every
time she was near Mr. Blau, G felt some kind of powerful wave inside her.
Like a magnet, as if they were connected, as if he knew her. The more she
looked at him, the more questions she had, especially since Mr. Blau was on a
mission to either ignore her or treat her like a child. At the same time, when at
a distance, he was always watching her.
What’s his problem? And where did he and the rest of the strangers come from? She kept
asking herself this last question, hoping their origin had something to do with
hers.
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After school, she offered to clean the orphanage’s kitchen for Miss Brown,
thinking the housework would keep her busy enough to not feel the anxiety of
facing him tomorrow morning. But she was wrong.
Whether sweeping, doing the dishes or cleaning the pantry, all she could
think about were the different ways to approach Mr. Blau and how it would
play out.
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Chapter 5
The Red Dagger

“THIS IS BULLSHIT!” screamed Priyam, causing the entire library to look
at her.
“Sorry…” G mumbled to the unwanted audience. “What’s bullshit?” she
whispered.
“I finally got Hugo to give me the Renaissance tickets, but he wants a date
in exchange,” said Priyam as she punched at her phone’s touch-screen.
“And you didn’t see it coming?” laughed G.
“No! I thought he was smarter than this.” She turned off her phone in
frustration almost hurting her finger with the force she used to smash it against
the button.
“You talked to him for weeks, he probably misunderstood you.” G looked
at her watch, her heart pounded faster with each passing minute bringing her
closer to talking to the mysterious teacher.
Rolling her eyes, Priyam threw her phone to the open side of her bag. “Three
weeks! Every single day I talked to him I made sure I started with the phrase:
Where are my tickets? How can anyone misunderstand that!?”
G chuckled. She took a fast glance at her watch and went back to reading
her book, but she couldn’t concentrate on the words. There were too many
questions, too many thoughts. “Priy, have you noticed strange things lately?”
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she asked.
“No, because nothing strange ever happens in this freaking town… except
for you, of course.” She winked.
“Thanks... How about new people? Have you seen the new people around?
” G whispered.
Priyam looked around and leaned closer to G. “It’s tourist season,” she
whispered back, not really sure of why they were even whispering.
“Well, yeah. But…don’t you find them a little weirder this year?”
“Yes, and I blame Hipsters.”
G looked for the millionth time at her watch and began to shake her leg. She
dried her sweaty hands by rubbing them on her jeans, but the sensation of
trapped energy was still there. She had previously checked Mr. Blau’s schedule.
She knew he was going to be in his office, but she felt uneasy with the idea of
going. What if he’s with someone else and I can’t talk to him? What if that someone else
is Synthia…? I seriously hope not…
“What’s going on with you?” asked Priyam.
“I need to see Mr. Blau,” she said sheepishly, thinking that once she admitted
it to her best friend, she might find the courage to actually go for it.
“Get in line,” smiled Priyam, and her previous frustration vanished into the
memory of Mr. Blau and his sexiness.
“I’m serious: there’s something about him,” G explained.
Priyam sighed, leaning her head against one of her palms. “His accent? His
body and intense stares?”
“No. I feel like there’s something more going on with him.”
“Besides his accent, his body and intense stares?” gasped Priyam faking
shock. “Like what?”
“I don’t know. Something strange. Something… different.”
“He is pretty smart for a twenty-one-year-old.”
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“Yeah I guess- Wait, how do you know he’s twenty-one?”
Priyam turned her computer around, and G saw Mr. Blau’s face and resume.
“I hacked into the school’s files. I even found out he was only sixteen when
he started college. How freaking cool is that?”
G took the computer and read his profile. She was usually against Priyam
using her computer to hack and spy on people, but this time she was not just
in favor of it, she was also very grateful. G checked all the pages that mentioned
him. Lots of languages, he graduated early from Oxford, tons of offers and
merits. “He makes me feel anxious and stressed but calm at the same time, and
he is strange,” said G as she cyber-stalked him.
Priyam bursts into laughter. “Sweet little child...” said Priyam patting G’s
hair. “That means you have the hots for him.”
“No, I don’t! He stresses me out. Yes, he’s handsome, but his attitude is
worse than how good his looks are. He’s one of the meanest people I’ve ever
met,” snapped G as she brushed away Priyam’s hand.
“Yes, you do have them. It’s been so long you probably forgot how to
recognize them.”
“I’m serious! I’m not attracted to him. Something wrong is going on, and I
need to talk to him. How about if you come with me?” G asked making the
biggest puppy eyes ever.
Priyam’s eyebrow lifted with curiosity, but she felt something was off. She
remembered how G once begged her not to look over the orphanage’s window
when a guy she thought was cute used to walk near Bobby. She was sure G
wouldn’t invite her willingly to stalk a guy, no matter how gorgeous he was.
“Why would I do that?”
“Synthia is probably going to be there,” G admitted. “And I know how much
fun you have annoying her.”
Priyam scoffed, “Used to have fun, now it’s become insanely boring.”
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“What happened?”
“She’s too dumb to understand my sarcasm… or anything else. It’s like
talking to a lamp with tacky taste.” Priyam grabbed the books in front of her
and placed them in a cart next to their table.
“Come on! I really need to talk to Mr. Blau, and she keeps stalking him,” G
begged her. She couldn’t go another week with the kind of stress the bizarre
occurrences were causing her.
“Oh, do you, little minx?” Priyam teased G.
“Please? I need a distraction.” G made the sweetest face she could think of
in order to convince her.
“Fine. I’ll help. Only if you tell me all the dirty secrets later.”
“There won’t be any dirty details.” Priyam turned around and faced her with
a know-it-all expression on her face. “Fine…” G relented. “I’ll tell you all the
dirty secrets later.”

***
G walked to the second floor and hid next to a locker. She could see Mr.
Blau’s office door, but she wasn’t sure if the coast was clear, not until she heard
Synthia’s screams.
Nerves pulsing through her, G tipped-toed to the door and walked into the
office. On the inside, G found Mr. Blau at a bookcase in the corner arranging
some old books. Her heart pounded, she felt her breathing increase. She was
afraid of him but eager for the truth. Edan glanced at G, sighing in a way that
implied annoyance. “What do you want, Red?”
“G,” she said and closed the door behind her, trying not to make noise.
“Excuse me?”
“My name is G, not Red.”
“What kind of a name is G?” he mocked.
Feeling off, G took a strand of her red hair and tucked it behind her ear.
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“What kind of a name is Blau?”
“That’s my last name.”
This is going nowhere. Why was it that instead of answering my questions, this man was
creating more? “What’s your first name?” she asked unsure why the name wasn’t
even on his records.
Mr. Blau scoffed with amusement. “As if I would tell you, now if you’ll
excuse me.”
“I just got here.”
“Well, I’m busy.” Mr. Blau continued with his task of arranging the books as
G stood there staring at him.
He turned around and ignored her as if that would magically help him make
her disappear. Unlucky for him, she wasn’t going anywhere. “What?” he asked
tapping his shoe on the wooden floor.
“I have questions,” G said as she walked to his desk.
Mr. Blau grabbed a book and glanced at her with a bitter look, his mouth
twitching from one of its corners as if he ate something sour. “I don’t do
tutoring.”
“It’s not about class.”
Mr. Blau chuckled making G feel like punching something. “Why would you
expect me to answer your questions when I don’t answer questions I’m actually
being paid to answer?”
“I’m willing to give it a try.” To prove her stubbornness, G sat down on top
of his desk. Just when Mr. Blau was about to reject her, Max, one of G’s
classmates opened the classroom’s door.
Mr. Blau slammed the books on the desk and pointed at the classmate.
“Out.” Without a word, Max, timid and shy, turned around and ran out of the
office. Mr. Blau turned to his book task. “Try.”
“How old are you?” she asked already knowing the answer.
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“Why would you care?”
Douche… “Well your face looks around twenty, but your choice of clothes
and stuck-up attitude makes me think you’re in your mid-thirties,” she baited
him.
“Are all your questions going to be this juvenile?”
Ignoring Mr. Blau’s sarcasm G continued. “Why are you here?”
“As you must already know, this is, in fact, my office.”
“I meant in Truckee.”
“I got a job,” said Mr. Blau as he extended his arms around him, pointing
out the obvious.
“You are an Oxford graduate with a specialty in four languages, and you end
up teaching chemistry in this school? I don’t believe that’s the reason you
moved here,” she said pointedly, regretting letting him know that she already
knew all those details about him.
“I don’t care what you believe, and stop looking into my files.”
“I didn’t have to,” she lied, hoping he wouldn’t notice. “The department
head can’t shut up about you,” G said to cover the fact that she’d been
researching him as much as she could.
“Humans…” Edan whispered against his teeth.
G slid off his desk and walked closer. She noticed Mr. Blau stiffen. He
seemed calm and composed, but there was something about his movements
that made G think he was nervous. Nervous about what, she couldn’t tell.
“Why did you agree to hear my questions when you refuse to answer them?”
“Because I wasn’t expecting your questions to be this half-witted.” He
flashed a cynical smile.
G stood in front of him and pointed at a bunch of books. “Give me those.”
“Why?”
G snatched the books away from his hands. How stubborn can this man be! “It’s
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called helping.”
“Why would I need the help of someone who can’t even reach the
bookshelf?” he asked with a mocking tone.
G kicked a small bench and stood on top of it. She placed the books she
snatched in their place and turned to Mr. Blau to get another batch.
Mr. Blau held the books out of G’s reach. “If I give them to you, will you
shut up with the questions?”
“Maybe,” she said.
Mr. Blau passed her the books, and she smiled victoriously. “Who was the
dead man you were carrying the other morning?”
Mr. Blau coughed. His hand pounded his chest trying to regain composure.
“He was not dead, he was… inebriated,” he said feeling his blood boil with
anger. “And besides, do you have any self-preservation instincts? Some
common sense?” He let go of the books he was holding causing them to slam
on top of the desk. “What if he was dead? What on earth would you be here
talking to me?”
G laughed. It was the first time she’d actually seen Mr. Blau show an emotion
other than annoyance and boredom. His face changed so drastically that she
wanted to see more. “So, who was he?”
“Shut up!” he said irritated at her for missing the whole point.
“But-”
“No,” he snapped trying his hardest not to smack some sense into her head.
“You said you would shut up if I gave you the books.”
“I said maybe,” she smirked. Mr. Blau was being as obnoxious as ever, but at
least he was talking to her. “Where are you from?”
Mr. Blau stood quiet, he kept moving his books and tried to ignore her, but
in the end, once more, he gave up. “England, obviously.”
G felt a knot in her stomach, she knew her next question would make her
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look like a freak, yet, she couldn’t hold it back, not anymore. “Where are you
really from?”
Mr. Blau flinched at the question and accidentally hit the pile of books from
the shelf making them fall on top of G.
“Watch out!” he screamed. But it was too late, G was already falling.
Mr. Blau jumped over the desk, tackling G to cushion her fall. G opened her
eyes and realized she was sitting on top of Mr. Blau cradled in his arms.
Her back was against his chest, and his arms were around her. Suddenly, G
had a vision.
The image was unstable. She saw herself around the age of three. She was
running, not remembering why or when, just that she needed to escape. As she
ran, the lights shut down behind her. Hiding between the shadows was a man
running towards her. He was dragging one of his legs while running, but he still
ran fast, catching up to her. His skin was as white as the snow and his neck, face,
and back were covered by stripes made from black symbols. His teeth were black
and his eyes were yellow.
G reached a hallway with a dead end. She turned around to lift her hand, and
the man threw a curvy red dagger with black crystals directly at her face. Out of
the shadows, the six-year-old version of the boy from her dreams slid by her side
and hugged her the same way Mr. Blau hugged her in the office. The boy lifted
his arm, and the red dagger cut his right forearm instead of her face. He
stretched his hurt arm directly to the attacker, and a wall of blue fire shot from his
palm.

“Are you alright?” Mr. Blau asked. He was shaking, his eyes studied her
nervously. He carefully stroked G’s hair. So careful, as if she was made of
delicate porcelain.
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G, still in her daze, looked at Mr. Blau’s arm and saw the same scar the little
boy would have had. She moved her hand and caressed the scar. “A red dagger
with black crystals,” she whispered.
Mr. Blau froze. “What?” His features turned from a caring person to the
same cold Mr. Blau she’d become accustomed to. His body went rigid, and his
jaw clenched.
“What?” G snapped out of her dizziness. She couldn’t remember how she
got there, why Mr. Blau was hugging her, and why the hell she was caressing
his arm.
“What did you say?” asked Mr. Blau.
G tried to remember what happened, but she couldn’t. She could only
remember up until the moment she slipped. What happened? Why can’t I remember
anything? Was it the tumor? “I… I didn’t say anything,” she said hoping Mr. Blau
didn’t know anything about her tumour.
“Leave,” whispered Mr. Blau.
“But…”
“Get out of my office… NOW!” he yelled.
G stood up and ran for the door. Her mind was spinning trying to figure out
what was going on.

***
Edan leaned against the desk. He had trouble breathing. Edan heard the
office’s back door open. “Don’t you think you’re being a little too hard on
her?” said Donovan from across the room.
“No,” said Edan as he composed himself. He placed a hand on the desk and
pulled himself up.
“You say that now, but when she finds out who she really is, she will whoop
your ass,” Icarus squeaked. “I agree with Icarus, she’s very sharp. She’s starting
to get suspicious about us.”
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“She might be,” Edan agreed. “But she’s irrational, impulsive and has no
notion of danger whatsoever.”
“She’s not that bad.”
“Not that bad?” Edan asked slamming his hand on the wooden desk. “She
came to confront me about a dead body she assumed I moved into the house,
Donovan! How is that not completely irrational and mental?!”
Donovan pressed his lips as hard as he could to suppress his smile. “Stop.
You worry too much, Edan.”
Edan looked at Donovan as he sat down in one of the office chairs. “She
remembered the first time the palace was attacked.” Edan looked at his
forearm where the dagger’s scar was.
It was then that Donovan understood the gravity of the situation. Edan had
every right to be terrified. “That’s impossible,” he said.
“I’m telling you what I saw and heard,” Edan said. “She remembered the
dagger. She remembered the bloody crystals on it.”
“But the necklace?” he asked while Icarus jumped to the nearest bookshelf.
“She’s getting stronger, and no necklace can stop her,” said Edan. “Not even
if Hans forged it.”
Donovan reached out to pet Icarus. “Have you told Mor?”
“No,” Edan replied, heat rising in his body. “She isn’t picking up.”
Donovan chuckled. “She never picks up. Why don’t you just go to her?”
Edan knew Klog Mor would have answers, but he also knew the danger in
leaving G alone, especially now that her memories seemed to be resurfacing.
“I can’t, I’m afraid of what could happen if I leave my post.”
“Nothing’s going to happen,” he assured him.
Edan wasn’t as sure. The situation was so fragile that any false move could
cost them and he wasn’t willing to bet on it. “She still has one year left. I’m
not going to risk it,” Edan explained.
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“You won’t.” Donovan stood up and walked towards Edan. “Even if you
leave, there are still five of us here… So, what are you going to do?”
“Nothing. We’ve come too far to lose everything.”
Donovan nodded, “I’m on it.” He gave a high pitched whistle, and Icarus
glided back to him.
“Donovan.” Edan stopped his friend.
“Yes?”
“Double the guard. She is a disaster.”
Donovan smiled delightedly. “I’ll let the others know.”
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Chapter 6
The Broken Necklace

PRIYAM SLAMMED HER BOOK against the classroom’s table. “That’s
it. I freaking hate math.”
G highlighted some of the information from her notes. “You love math,”
she said while continuing with the mundane task.
“Yeah, that was before I had to quit my life and study half a book for next
week’s midterms.”
“You already know the book,” said G without looking away from her notes.
“Would you just let me complain?!” Priyam moaned and stretched out. “It’s
Friday, and we’re stuck here in the library without food or water or love.”
G faced her antsy friend. “Would you rather study at the orphanage?”
Priyam snorted and placed her legs on top of the chair next to her. “There’s
no such thing as studying or anything that requires concentration or quiet time,
at the orphanage.”
“Then stop complaining and read.”
“You are no fun,” she said peeking at G’s notes. “Why… What are you
doing? Mr. Blau explained this today.”
“I had problems understanding it the first time,” G lied since she had
avoided the class completely. It’d been a week since her talk with Mr. Blau,
and it ended so awkwardly, she still had no idea how to face him. Unluckily for
her, the school’s principal, concerned about G’s attendance, had already talked
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to Miss Brown. There was no way G could afford to skip more.
“Now that I think about it… you haven’t even been to his class lately. First,
it was a stomach ache, then a headache, then... wait! Are you avoiding Mr-”
“Do you want food?” G opted to distract Priyam before she could realize
there was something odd about her behavior. “The cafeteria’s still open. You
can go there, get the food, and I’ll go to the machine downstairs to get some
chips since the cafeteria never has any.”
“Best idea ever!” Priyam took her purse, and they both left for their missions.
G went downstairs and bought half of the machine’s chips and some candy.
Her mind was clouded by Mr. Blau and the many other questions she had. Why
is he so damn difficult?
G had trouble speaking to any guy. They found her strange and didn’t know
what to say to her. The first boy she liked refused to talk to her: he said no girl
of twelve years old should have a tattoo. Try explaining to him that I don’t even
know how I got it, she thought as she caressed the five circles under her right
wrist. When she was fourteen, her first date broke it off after seeing her helping
a mistreated school plant to calm down. But the plant was in a panic, it needed
talking to. And at fifteen, her awkward first kiss was interrupted when a dog
attacked her date (aka, the principal’s son) after he groped her more than she
wanted.
Since then, G made an effort to avoid contact with guys. But this time was
different. She wasn’t looking at Mr. Blau for romantic purposes, she just
needed information. It shouldn’t be this hard.
POP! A light bulb above her exploded. G gasped and dropped the snacks
on the floor. Damn it... She bent down to pick them up, but the place was too
dark to find them. She took her phone out of her back pocket and turned its
lights on. Leaning closer to a package of cookies, her hand slipped on
something warm and sticky. What the… G looked at her hand and found it was
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smudged with what appeared to be blood.
Her senses tingled. Something was wrong. The school was too dark, too
empty and too… quiet. She wiped her hand on her jeans and walked cautiously
through the corridor. “Priyam?” she called in a loud whisper. No one
answered.
A painful wave passed through G’s head. She cried out, but the pain was
gone in an instant. Disoriented, G scanned her soundings. She noticed that an
odd amount of light bulbs were broken. She walked next to a fallen bulb. Bits
of glass cracked under her shoes. She headed directly to the last flickering light.
The more G stared at the darkness, the more she felt there was someone there.
Someone staring back at her.
A chill went through her as if her body was begging her to run, but her
instincts told her it wasn’t wise to turn her back to the darkness, at least not
yet.
The smell of something rotten made her gag. She stopped right in front of
the ledge between the light and the pitch black darkness. Then she saw them.
Two eyes, red as rubies. Her head hurt again, but this time it was more like
sonic waves against her skull. Not now, not now… she begged. The pain only
increased.
G could hear the soft growling of an animal, but her head was hurting too
much for her to react. The beast took a step forward. G saw it clearly this time:
it looked like a six-foot werewolf walking on fours, but its fur was made of
thick rusty needles protruding from his rotting skin. The needles vibrated each
time G made any type of movement. She could see the bleeding pierced flesh,
the spikes coming out of its elbows and its sharp claws.
G tried to move, but her head pounded again, only this time stronger.
Stressed, she jerked her head and the flickering lightbulb exploded. The
horrendous beast took a step back and snarled… RUN!! Screamed a voice
inside her.
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Not wanting to find out what would happen if she stayed, G ran as fast as
she could until she reached the street. Without thinking about it, G lifted her
arm and pointed her palm to the darkness yet nothing happened. G stared at
the back of her hand, confused by her own instincts to raise it.
A loud growl, followed by a terrifying cry, came out from the beast’s
direction. For some reason, G felt safe again. The adrenaline that had been
pumping through her body slowed down, making her body shake and her legs
gave out.
As she fell to the ground, G’s headache multiplied by the second. This
headache wasn’t like anything before. The pounding of her head created waves
of pain as if the pressure of her brain would make her whole head explode.
“G!!” Priyam ran towards her, “What’s happening?!”
G heard her best friend, but she couldn’t answer. She grabbed her head and
bit her lip just so she could feel pain somewhere elsewhere. Her teeth pierced
her lip and blood began to flow. The taste of iron grounded G for a moment,
but the headache zapped once more.
Before Priyam could reach G, Mr. Blau appeared from the darkness. “Gaia!”
he called out running to her. He knelt in front of her and covered her eyes with
the palm of his hand while hugging her with his other. The pain left her body
the moment he touched her. “Are you ok?” He noticed the blood on her knee.
“Is this yours?!”
“No, it’s not.” G opened her eyes and saw Mr. Blau caressing her cheek. She
was so confused, not over the beast or her headache but by the fact that Mr.
Blau was petting her face. – Is that... blood on his neck? G thought as she lifted
her hand to clean it. The moment their skin connected, Mr. Blau flinched and
G saw the image of the little boy in her dreams. They both had the same light
brown hair, same cut on their forearm and same worried green eyes.
Mr. Blau stroked her hair slowly. “You?” she whispered while looking at
him. “In my dream…”
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In a matter of seconds, Mr. Blau snapped out of his ‘nice guy’ trance and let
go immediately making her head hurt again.
His face went pale and the hand that had stroked her hair began to shake.
“Miss Singh, please take your classmate to the campus health center.” And
with that, he left.
G placed half of her weight on Priyam as she helped her make the walk
across campus. For the first time, G was glad her headache was so strong. It
kept her from thinking about what had just happened with Mr. Blau.

***
Back at the house, Willow paced nervously around the living room. “He
should already be here,” she said checking the window once again. “I’m getting
worried.”
“So? You’re always worried,” Veter pointed out while smoking his usual
vanilla cigar.
“It’s not funny! He said it was urgent.” She wrinkled her freckled nose while
moving her hand to fan the smoke away. “Can you please stop smoking?
You’re killing the air here.”
Veter lifted his hand and flicked it towards Willow forming a whirlwind. The
whirlwind spun and hit Willow making her fly off the ground.
Willow screamed. Before hitting the ceiling, she pointed both hands towards
the floor. A tree’s root pierced the foundation and curled around Willow’s
waist. Once the whirlwind passed, the root pulled Willow back down to the
floor.
“Too much air?” asked Veter, while he and Donovan burst into laughter.
Willow climbed down off the root and fixed her pale blonde ponytail. “Why
do you have to be such an idiot?!”
“You should both stop messing up Edan’s house or he’ll kill you,” Shui said
while cleaning her transverse flute. “Veter, put out that cigar and stay still.”
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“I love it when you’re bossy.” Veter smiled as he stubbed out the cigar in an
empty coffee cup. “Don’t you love it when she’s bossy?” Veter asked Hunter,
who was sharpening his knife with a stone.
Hunter glanced at Veter through the strands of hair that covered half of his
face and without saying anything he returned to his knife.
“I know man, I know,” said Veter.
SLAM! The front door swung open and Edan walked inside. “Sorry for
being late. I ran into some complications.” His shirt was slashed and bloody.
“Is that blood?” Willow ran to Edan and checked his neck.
Edan took a look at his shirt and noticed it was, in fact, slashed and bloody.
“I’m fine. It’s not that deep.”
“Sit down, I’ll fix it,” said Willow as she opened a big, reddish-brown carved
wooden box full of seeds, flowers and nuts. She took one small round seed
and placed it in a clay pot with dirt. She lifted her hand towards the pot and a
plant grew.
“What happened?” asked Donovan.
“Two Trackers were following her,” he said.
“Two single Trackers left you like that?” Donovan lifted his eyebrow in a
smug way, teasing his friend. He knew there was no way two Trackers would
leave Edan so beaten.
“I couldn’t do much without exposing myself. She was right there.”
Shui stopped cleaning her flute. “He knows where she is?”
Edan stared at Hunter looking for confirmation. The teen shook his head.
“No, He doesn’t. As far as we know, the Trackers made a lucky guess,” said
Edan.
“This was a close one,” Donovan said sitting down next to Edan. “How long
until He does?”
“We don’t know. Hunter was able to sense these two Trackers but hasn’t
caught any signs of another yet.”
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“Lift your head,” demanded Willow as she placed the already ground plant
on a table next to them. Edan sat down and lifted his head. Willow cleaned it
and smudged the plant’s paste into the cut. “It will burn… a lot,” she warned
him, but Edan didn’t even flinch.
“Is it true?” asked Veter. “About her memories coming back?”
“Yes,” said Edan.
“Are you kidding?!” Willow stopped spreading the paste on Edan’s wounds.
“What are we going to do, Edan? She still has a year until her Resurgence, and
at this rate she won’t make it.”
“She will,” said Edan with a convincing tone. “Her powers are growing faster
than we thought, but as long as she has the necklace, it will be fine.” Edan
turned to face Veter. “Veter, you are on guard now.”
Without a word or hesitation, Veter grabbed a brown rucksack, winked at
Shui and left for G’s house.
Willow took the grinder and pointed at Edan’s destroyed shirt. “Your shirt.”
Edan unbuttoned his shirt so Willow could put the paste on the rest of his
wounds. Willow slowly trailed the corners of his chest with her eyes. Her
breath became uneven, her skin flushed. She tried to open his shirt wider but
he quickly grabbed her hand. His expression was cold. “Don’t,” he growled.
Edan let go of Willow’s hand, and she returned to applying the paste,
thinking how she’d never seen his bare back before. Almost no one had.
“What do we do now?” she asked, trying to diffuse the tension.
“This doesn’t change anything. We keep doing what we’re doing,” responded
Edan. “We take turns watching over her; and Hunter will continue tracking
anything that gets past the border.”
“Done. You can go change now,” Willow said as she finished putting the
paste on Edan’s cut. He stood up, but before he walked away, Edan grabbed
her by the arm. “And Willow…stop slapping her with the trees.”
Willow smirked at the memory of G being smacked on the face by a branch.
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“Fine,” she said and he left.
Edan strode to his room closing the door behind him. Once inside, he bent
over and leaned against his dresser. With his eyes closed, he ran his hand over
his left shoulder and then pulled his shirt to cover more of his body.
He looked up and focused on the empty calendar. Ripping off the December
sheet, he stared at the word January. It had been almost a month since they’d
arrived in town, and yet so many things had happened: Trackers, G getting
into trouble, constantly snooping around and challenging him, her headaches
increasing. “How are we going to make it for a year?” he whispered to himself,
hoping things would start to go smoother.
He walked to his window and looked outside. A few blocks away, right next
to the forest, was G’s orphanage. The house only had a few lights on, but being
able to see her place was good enough to give him a sense of peace.
He knew Veter was watching over her, but he couldn’t stop himself from
checking on her as well. Every night, Edan stared out his window hoping she
was safe for at least one more day.

***
That night, for the first time, G had a different dream.
She was walking through an underground tunnel; the place was dark, full of
mud and vines. G walked for what seemed like hours, but still, she couldn’t
find a way out. The more she paid attention, the more she realized there was
something about the place that looked familiar. It wasn’t the consuming
darkness or the place itself, it was the vines and the mud that reminded her of
her previous nightmares.
With caution G bent down to take a closer look at the vine, but before she
could get all the way down, the vine lifted by itself and helped G stand up.
Perplexed, G moved her hand. The vine followed as if G was the one directing
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its movements.
Testing it, she placed her palm in front of the vine. It wove around her
fingers, tickling as it moved. G laughed but her laughter was muffled by a
thunderous bang behind the muddy wall. She turned around and tried to walk
towards the wall, but the vine moved to try to stop her.
Pushing the vine aside, G reached the muddy wall and lifted both of her
hands towards it. As soon as her fingers touched the mud, it crawled all from
her hands until it reached her elbows.
Alarmed, G took a step back and saw how her muddy arms shrank into the
arms of a six-year-old. She raised her head and noticed she wasn’t in the tunnel
anymore, but in the middle of the war zone she dreamt of every night.
She looked again at her muddy hands recognizing what part of the dream
she was in. “The boy,” she whispered, and the boy with the green eyes ran and
enveloped her in his arms. He knelt in front of G, covered her eyes with his
hand. “Relax, I’m here,” he whispered into her ear.
G felt safe next to him, but she knew they were in danger, at least until they
reached the palace. She broke the hug in order to run for the shelter, however,
the boy wasn’t in front of her anymore. It was Mr. Blau holding her now, and
she wasn’t six years old anymore.
In her dream, G felt a rush of embarrassment. She was muddy and covered
in ashes, while Mr. Blau looked flawless in front of her. She ran her muddy
hands down her muddy shirt with the hope of straightening it a little, but when
she flicked her palm across her chest, her body turned into flames. For a
moment she panicked… Calm set in once she realized the fire wasn’t burning
her, it was only drying the mud. The flames extinguished and the mud
crumbled revealing a beautiful forest green bustier.
G swung her body causing the mud to fall off in bits and pieces. Her clothes
continued to change. The bustier had long sleeves that looked like golden
green leaves hugging her arms and it was cropped a few inches below her chest.
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The mud around her waist fell revealing a thick green metal belt in a V shape
with the fivefold symbol engraved at the very front, cinching in the top of a
breathtaking and flowing long skirt.
Mr. Blau smiled and offered his hand to help G walked through the vines.
Before she could reach him, she tripped on a root and fell to the ground. The
moment her body touched the mud, the dark warzone turned into a beautiful
spring of crystalline water. In the center was a gentle mound housing the First
Tree with the four elements floating around it. G looked at her hands and
realized they weren’t inside the mud but inside the shimmering lake. Next to
the tree, on the grass, with her arms inside the cold water, G felt safe.
Lifting her hands, a big bubble of water levitated until it reached eye level. It
then molded itself into a gorgeous water mirror. In there, G saw her reflection.
She looked like a forest nymph wearing the dress. After staring at her reflection
for a few moments, G noticed that every time she had a pounding pain in her
head, a wave of light emanated from her head and rippled through the cave.
Sometimes the light was blue, sometimes white, sometimes red and sometimes
green.
She closed her gray eyes and took a deep breath. When she opened them,
her reflection and the water mirror were gone. Instead, she was facing the same
beast she saw that morning at her school.
She tried to run but couldn’t. Her skirt was pinned down by the red dagger,
the same dagger she saw cutting Mr. Blau’s arm when she was a child. She tried
to wiggle her way out only to find it useless. The creature crept closer. G
screamed, but no sound came out of her mouth. She closed her eyes and
prepared herself to be attacked, but a whirlwind surrounded her like a
protective shield.
The beast wailed. Opening her eyes, she saw Mr. Blau taking the red dagger
out of the dead beast. The wind stopped and he walked toward her. He pulled
her into his arms, then, slowly moving his face to her ear, he whispered,
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“Gaia.”
G woke up. Her body was shaking, her face was covered in sweat, her head
hurt like hell and the necklace felt heavier than ever. She rolled onto her side
and checked the time… 5:39 am.
G crawled out of bed and leaned against one of the First Tree’s branches
that hung next to her bed. “I dreamt about you again,” she whispered to the
tree stroking a branch. “Any ideas why? You know… I dreamt about him too,
Mr. Blau… Do you think he’ll help me understand all this?” G smiled at the
silly idea of Mr. Blau being nice and useful to her. “Yeah, not likely.”
G tried going back to bed but it was useless, she couldn’t sleep. Her mind
kept repeating her dream and the previous day’s events. She tried to remember
the name Mr. Blau had called her, but no matter how much she concentrated
she couldn’t remember or hear it.
Deprived of sleep and fuelled by her astonishing stubbornness, G decided
to face Mr. Blau once again. This time she wasn’t going to back off, at least
not until she had her answers.

***
After school the next day, Mr. Blau, seemingly oblivious to his encounter
with a very decided G, was putting essays in his suitcase when she walked
inside, slamming the door behind her. Mr. Blau flinched at the abrupt noise
and turned to face her. “Couldn’t you slam the door harder?”
G cut to the chase. “We need to talk.”
Mr. Blau proceeded to clean his desk. “I’m not interested.”
Ignoring his terrible disposition, G walked to the desk. “I don’t care.”
“I’m busy,” he said while picking up some books from his desk.
Exasperated, G placed her hands on top of the books and shoved them
back onto his desk. “You are always busy.”
Mr. Blau stared at G, his eyes narrowed, his lips pinched. “A quality you
should consider working on,” he said swiftly snatching the books away from
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her grasp.
“Are you always this-”
“Assertive?”
“Infuriating,” she said.
Mr. Blau took a few seconds to think. “Yes, in fact, I am. Is that all?” But he
knew better than that, G wasn’t going anywhere until she got what she came
for. “What do you want?”
G smiled victoriously. “Yesterday, you called me by a different name.”
He felt a chill down his spine. The campus wasn’t the place to have that
conversation, nor was it the right timing. “I didn’t, now leave.”
“Yes, you did,” G responded emphatically.
“Why are you so bloody difficult?” he murmured and took a deep breath.
“You hit your head. People with concussions tend to see or hear things. Now,
if you would please be so kind as to exit this classroom.”
G didn’t listen, instead she walked closer to him. “You know me.”
“Of course I know you, I’m your teacher. I would be doing a poor job if I
didn’t know my students by now, especially a tediously stubborn one such as
yourself.” Mr. Blau was clearly uncomfortable by G’s proximity. He took a
step back and returned to cleaning his desk.
“No, I mean you know me from before.”
“Impossible,” he scoffed and frowned his eyebrows. “Thanks to your
previous obsessive questionnaire, you know very well that I recently moved
here.”
G moved forward and pinned Mr. Blau between her and the desk. He had
nowhere else to run now. “Say my name.”
“Excuse me?” mumbled Mr. Blau. His usual perfect composure switched for
a second to a nerve-wracked state. And she saw it… hesitation.
“Say my name,” she demanded again.
“G,” he answered.
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G tilted her head to study Mr. Blau’s reactions. “My other name.”
“Other name?” He crossed his arms in order to create a more needed
boundary between them. “Is someone having multiple personality issues?” he
mocked.
“Say it!” she said rubbing her head in frustration. She could tell he knew what
she was talking about, but she couldn’t understand why he wasn’t telling her
the truth. What the hell was he hiding?
Mr. Blau took her stress as a chance to escape the situation. In a fast
movement, he grabbed G by the waist and spun her so that she was now the
one against the table and he was the one pinning her. “Like I said,” he pressed
closer to her, “I don’t know what you mean. Now please leave.” He took a few
steps back in order to give her enough space to exit and pointed at the door.
Unwilling to move she remained standing there. “What are you waiting for?”
“I have a question about today’s class,” she lied.
“Are you serious?!” he snapped.
“Yes.”
“Well, I don’t care.”
“You’re the teacher!” Her head throbbed, something that happened more
frequently after talking with this stubborn man for even a few minutes.
“Exactly. And I already taught class today. If you didn’t pay attention, it’s
not my bloody problem.”
“You have an anger issue,” she said, her headache increasing.
“And you must have a hearing issue, as I’ve been asking you to leave and
you are still here,” he said as he pushed her outside the office.
“But-!”
“Goodbye!” He slammed the door and turned the lock.
G leaned her head against the door. “Dammit!” She was so close and she
knew it. She closed her eyes and tried to remember the name he called her. She
could see his worried face, feel the warmth of his arms, but she couldn’t hear
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anything. The more she focused the bigger the headache became. It was as if
something inside her brain was fighting to get out.
“So… you do like the teacher?” said Synthia. “That’s so adorable of you to
think he likes you back.”
G lifted her head and stared at her underdressed aggressor. “I don’t like him.
He’s our teacher.”
“Then why are you stalking him?” she asked while playing with her platinum
extensions.
“I’m not,” she said, her head pounding with pain.
“Then what were you doing in there?” Synthia whined.
Fighting… she thought, but she wasn’t giving Synthia the pleasure so instead,
G smirked and bit her lower lip. “Wouldn’t you like to know?”
“He wouldn’t!” she yelped followed by a frown.
G chuckled at Synthia’s reaction. “Let’s say he’s very… assertive.” G was
sure Synthia wasn’t bright enough to understand that word, but quoting him
to get her worked up felt like was sharing an inside joke with him.
“Leave him alone,” Synthia demanded with a cry that scratched G’s
headache.
“I would, but it’s none of your business.” Having enough for one day, G
walked away.
“It is my business.” Synthia followed G and pulled her by the arm.
G slapped her hand away. “Back off.”
“Or what?” Synthia squinted her dark brown eyes in a menacing way. “You
will faint from another headache?”
“I didn’t faint,” said G as she walked to the school’s rear patio.
“Nice trick by the way, Mr. Blau was all over you.”
“Unlike you, my life doesn’t revolve around who I’m hooking up with next.”
G lifted her head and looked outside. The sun hit her eyes causing her
headache to double. She felt like her entire body was going to explode, and the
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angrier she got, the worst she felt. “Now. if you’ll excuse me, I have a life to
get back to.”
“Don’t you walk away from me.” As G turned around to leave, Synthia
grabbed her by the necklace and pulled.
“Don’t touch my necklace!”
“You mean this cheap old thing?” Synthia tightened her grip and pulled over
and over again. She pulled the necklace so hard G almost fell to the ground.
Suddenly… the chain snapped. For the first time in twelve years, the
necklace was off her neck.

CONTINUE READING...
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